One of the fundamental problems in tokamak fusion reactors is how to control the plasma density and temperature in order to regulate the amount of fusion power produced by the device. Control of these parameters will be critical to the success of burning plasma experiments like ITER. The most previous burn condition control efforts use either non-model based control designs or techniques based on models linearized around particular operating points. Such strategies limit the potential operational space and must be carefully retuned or redesigned to accommodate changes in operating points or plasma parameters. In this work, a nonlinear dynamic model of the spatial averages of energy and ion species densities is used to synthesize a nonlinear feedback controller for stabilizing the burn condition. The nonlinear model-based control strategy guarantees a much larger operational space than previous linear controllers. Because it is not designed around a particular operating point, the controller can be used to move from one burn condition to another. The proposed scheme first attempts to use regulation of the auxiliary heating power to reject temperature perturbations, then, if necessary, uses isotopic fuel tailoring as a way to reduce fusion heating during positive temperature perturbations. A global model of hydrogen recycling is incorporated into the model used for design and simulation, and the proposed control scheme is tested for a range of recycling model parameters. As we find the possibility of changing the isotopic mix can be limited for certain unfavorable recycling conditions, we also consider impurity injection as a back-up method for controlling the system. A simple supervisory control strategy is proposed to switch between the primary and back-up control schemes based on stability and performance criteria. A zero-dimensional simulation study is used to study the performance of the control scheme for several scenarios and model parameters. Finally, a one-dimensional simulation is done to test the robustness of the control scheme to spatially varying parameters.
Introduction

Motivation
For nuclear fusion to become an economical alternative energy source, tokamak reactors must be capable of operating for extended periods of time in a burning plasma mode characterized by a large value of Q, the ratio of fusion power to auxiliary power. Achieving and maintaining such conditions will require precise control over the plasma density and temperature. Due to the nonlinear and coupled dynamics of the system, regulation of the burn condition (either during ramp-up/shutdown or in response to changing power demands) without a well designed control scheme could result in undesirable transient performance. Feedback control will also be necessary for responding to unexpected changes in plasma confinement, impurity content, or other parameters, which could significantly alter the burn condition during operation. Furthermore, although stable operating points exist for most confinement scalings, certain conditions can lead to thermal instabilities.
Such instabilities can either lead to quenching or a thermal excursion in which the system moves to a higher temperature equilibrium point. In any of these situations, disruptive plasma instabilities could be triggered, stopping operation and potentially causing damage to the confinement vessel. Thus, it will be important to implement an active feedback control system that can ensure good transient performance as well as stability of the desired operating points.
Prior work
In past work on the problem of burn condition control, the physical and technological feasibility of various potential actuators has been studied. Prior work, including [1] [2] [3] , considered auxiliary power, fueling rate, and injection of impurities as possible actuators. While these methods can be effective approaches for burn control, each has unique drawbacks that must be considered when developing a comprehensive burn control strategy.
Controllers based solely on varying auxiliary power [4] [5] [6] are best suited for operating points at which the auxiliary power is nonzero, i.e. sub-ignition. The ability of these schemes to reject thermal excursions is restricted since the maximum heating reduction is a complete shutoff of the auxiliary power and the ability to reject thermal quenches is limited by the maximum installed auxiliary heating power. For devices operating with very high fusion gain Q, the amount of auxiliary heating will be quite small compared to the total plasma heating, such that modifying the auxiliary power may have a limited effect on the plasma temperature. In hybrid and steady-state scenarios, the control authority may be further restricted by the need to use some auxiliary power sources to drive plasma current. This essentially forces the burn control system to respect a nonzero minimum auxiliary heating power constraint. Operating points characterized by an auxiliary heating power requirement very close to the minimum required for current drive will be difficult to stabilize and control with auxiliary power regulation alone. Similarly, auxiliary power regulation alone will not be appropriate for future devices exploring ignited operation.
Controller designs based on the controlled actuation of the deuterium-tritium fueling rate, including [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , can enable ignited operation (or operation near the minimum auxiliary power required for current drive) by increasing or decreasing the fusion power through changing the plasma density. Due to disruptive density limits, the plasma density cannot be increased arbitrarily high. The approach is also limited by the decay rate of the density, which can be quite slow when particle recycling rates are high. Additionally, the plasma density is nonlinearly coupled to many plasma parameters, such that changes in plasma density could lead to undesirable changes in the reactor operating scenario. The nonlinear coupling is important to consider in control design since, for certain conditions, increasing density results in a net increase in heating while for others, heating is decreased. For example, in [12, 13] , where a PID (proportional-integral-derivative) control law was used to regulate fusion power using the deuterium-tritium fueling rate, the sign of the controller gains had to be flipped when switching between thermally stable points and thermally unstable ones, increasing the implementation complexity required to ensure safe operation.
Controlled impurity injection can be used to cool the plasma and prevent thermal excursions. Injecting impurities increases radiative power losses, decreasing fusion heating. Both effects lead to a reduction of the net plasma heating, causing a reduction in temperature. For large perturbations in initial temperature, this method can require large amounts of impurities to be injected. After the excursion, additional heating power, with a consequent reduction in the fusion gain Q, is needed to compensate the excess radiation losses until the impurities are completely removed from the reactor.
Most existing burn control efforts make use of only one of the available actuators (single-input control) and study the range of perturbations that can be rejected by the actuator. Prior work combining actuation concepts include [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] for zero-dimensional (volume-averaged) models. Studies of kinetic control and thermal stability for 1D (radial profile) models can be found in [19] [20] [21] . In [22] , a diagonal multiinput, multi-output linear control scheme for burning plasma kinetics was developed by observing actuator influences during numerical simulations of plasma physics codes. The approximation of the nonlinear burning plasma model by a linearized one for controller design is a common denominator in previous model-based controller designs. The model is linearized, a controller is synthesized using linear techniques, and the resulting design is tested on the original nonlinear model. When tested in nonlinear simulations, these controllers succeed in stabilizing the system against a limited set of perturbations and disturbances.
In our previous work [23] , a zero-dimensional nonlinear model involving approximate conservation equations for the energy and densities of the different particles was used to synthesize a nonlinear feedback controller for burn condition stabilization. The controller makes use of all of the previously considered actuators simultaneously, varying the auxiliary power to prevent quenching, impurity injection to increase radiation losses and stop thermal excursions, and varying the fueling to regulate the density to the target value associated with the chosen operating point. The use of nonlinear control techniques removes the limits imposed by linearization in other works and the resulting controller can accommodate very large perturbations. The controller works for suppressing both thermal excursions and quenches, can operate at sub-ignition and ignition points (or points near the minimum power required for current drive), and can drive the system from one point to another during operation. Only those works that use non-model based control techniques, like neural networks [24, 25] , have also followed these guidelines. A zero-dimensional (volume-averaged) simulation study was performed to show the capabilities of the model-based controller and compare it with previous linear controllers.
Despite the advantages of the nonlinear controller designed in [23] , a few drawbacks remain. The control scheme relies on the use of impurity injection to reject increases in temperature. This type of actuation could lead to undesirable accumulation of impurity ions within the plasma core, which could reduce the efficiency of the reactor long after the thermal excursion is rejected. Ideally, the injection of impurities would be used only when the other available methods fail to prevent a thermal excursion. Also, the model used for design and simulation assumed an optimal 50:50 mix of deuterium and tritium within the plasma at all times and did not consider the effects of particle recycling. Because experiments indicate that deuterium and tritium may have different transport properties [26] , fueling efficiencies, and deposition profiles, and because the isotopic mix in the core affects the amount of fusion heating, the deuterium and tritium systems should be modeled and actuated separately. Additionally, since particle recycling will affect the response of the plasma density and isotopic mix to the available actuators, recycling effects should be included in the model used for design and simulation in some way.
Isotopic fuel tailoring
The isotopic fuel mix is a critical reactor parameter as it has a major influence on the fusion power produced. The α-particle heating power, α P , from a burning DT plasma is given as
where α Q is the energy of the α-particles produced by the reaction (3.52 MeV),
is the deuterium-tritium density, σν ⟨ ⟩ is the reactivity, and
is the tritium ratio, a measure of the isotopic mix. We note that for a constant density and temperature, the fusion heating depends quadratically on the tritium ratio, with the maximum fusion power at γ = 0.5. Even with 50:50 DT injection, the possible differences in deuterium and tritium transport, or fueling deposition and efficiency, may lead to non-optimal fuel mix in the core, which would reduce reactor efficiency. Additionally, depending on the operating scenario, it may be desirable or even necessary to operate at a lower tritium fraction or vary the tritium fraction during operation. Indeed, since the magnitude of the derivative of fusion power with respect to the tritium fraction is zero at γ = 0.5, control schemes that regulate the fusion power by changing the tritium fraction, like the one proposed in this work, could be more compatible with operation at lower fuel mixes. To control the tritium ratio it is possible to use a method of fueling referred to as isotopic tailoring, in which the relative mix of deuterium and tritium injected by the fueling system is varied in real-time [27] . The pellet injection system for ITER will include two separate injectors-one with pellets made of primarily deuterium and the other with pellets made primarily of tritium. A gas injection system will be used to supply deuterium at the edge of the plasma. Together, these systems will allow fuel mix regulation. Diagnostics for measuring the tritium ratio in both the edge and core plasma should be available and adequate for the purposes of real-time control [28] [29] [30] [31] . Therefore, feedback control of the tritium ratio in ITER plasmas through isotopic fuel tailoring should be feasible.
Results of this work
In this work, we consider the simultaneous use of auxiliary power, fueling, isotopic fuel tailoring, and impurity injection for stabilizing and controlling a burning plasma. The isotopic fueling technique planned for ITER is used to control the tritium ratio within the plasma. In addition, we exploit the effect of the tritium ratio on the fusion heating power to regulate plasma heating and control the temperature. Doing so allows the proposed scheme to, under certain conditions, maintain control of the plasma temperature when the auxiliary power is saturated without resorting to impurity injection. We note that a non-model based PID (proportional-integral-derivative) algorithm for controlling the isotopic mix was presented in [18] , however, varying the isotopic mix as a means of controlling the plasma heating was not considered. For scenarios in which varying the auxiliary power and isotopic mix cannot achieve stability and performance requirements, we propose the use of impurity injection as a back-up actuator to augment the isotopic mix based control. The combined control scheme simultaneously regulates the energy, density, and tritium fraction (and consequently the fusion power), and can, through the use of all of the available actuators, maintain stable control of the system despite saturation of even several of the actuators. The controller synthesis is based on the full nonlinear model, allowing the controller to deal with a larger set of perturbations in initial conditions than linear model based controllers. The controller handles both thermal excursions and quenches and depends parametrically on the equilibrium point, allowing it to be used to drive the system from one equilibrium point to another. The coupling of such a scheme with adaptive control techniques and a real-time optimization algorithm was studied in [32] . In this work, a zero-dimensional simulation study compares the performance of the actively controlled system to the open loop system when switching between operating points, showing a significant improvement in performance. Moreover, a series of simulations is performed to study the effect of different particle recycling model parameters on the performance of the control approach. A one-dimensional simulation study is also done which shows that the control design based on a zero-dimensional model is potentially robust to spatially varying parameters.
Organization
The burning plasma model is given in section 2. The control objective is described in section 3. In section 4, the controller algorithm is presented. Sections 5 and 6 contain the results of zero-dimensional and one-dimensional simulation studies, respectively. Finally, the conclusions and some plans for future work are given in section 7. Appendices are provided covering the particle recycling model derivation, as well as the basics of Lyapunov stability theory, which is used in the controller design.
Burning plasma model
In this work, we use a zero-dimensional model for a burning plasma that employs approximate energy and particle balance equations. The model considers the deuterium and tritium ion densities separately, allowing for the possibility of different confinement characteristics and fueling rates for the individual species. It also includes an approximate global model of particle recycling for the purposes of studying the effect of recycling parameters on controller performance.
Particle recycling
The particle balance describing the dynamics of the plasma density and isotopic mix is affected (and under certain conditions dominated) by the recycling of particles from plasma facing components of the confinement vessel walls. An important effect of particle recycling is an increase in the effective confinement time of particles. While a controller can quickly increase the density through increased fueling, the density can be decreased no faster than the effective decay rate, which can be dominated by the recycling effect. Recycling not only poses a problem for actively reducing the total plasma density but may also lead to an increase of helium ash in the core, which could dilute the fusion fuel. In addition, since the recycled fuel will have a particular isotopic mix, recycling reduces the dependence of the core isotopic mix on the controlled pellet and gas injection fueling composition, an effect that was observed in [33] . This could limit the effectiveness of isotopic ratio control schemes.
As one of the goals of this work is to study the feasibility of using manipulation of the isotopic mix and plasma density to control fusion heating in a burning plasma, it is important to include the effects of recycling in the model used for design and simulation. Global models of recycling, like those presented in [34] [35] [36] , reduce the detailed physical description of the involved processes to a small number of parameters, and can be used to gain a qualitative understanding of the effects of recycling on the system. In this work, we incorporate a parameterized model of coupled deuteriumtritium recycling processes that allows us to study the performance of the proposed controller for a range of different recycling conditions. This model captures the dominant effects of recycling on the proposed isotopic fueling-based control approach, that is, it captures the slowed response time of the deuterium and tritium densities to decreases in fueling and also reflects the fact that the isotopic mix of recycled material may differ from that of the exiting particle flux. Because α particle and impurity ion fluxes are much smaller than the DT flux, recycling of these species is likely to be only weakly coupled to DT recycling and have little effect on the performance of the proposed control approach. We therefore account for α-particle and impurity recycling separately through use of effective confinement times τ τ * > α α and τ τ * > I I . This simplification makes it possible to compare the controller performance for a particular operating point using different DT recycling parameters, without having to simultaneously change the α-particle and impurity recycling conditions, which would alter the fusion power, radiative losses, etc., and significantly change the characteristics of the operating point being studied. Note that the control design approach is not dependent on this modeling choice.
The model of deuterium and tritium recycling used here is based on the following description. Upon leaving the plasma and reaching the vessel walls, a fraction f ref of the exiting particles may be reflected back towards the plasma, while the remainder are either absorbed by the wall material (an effect called wall pumping), or removed from the vessel by the active pumping system. The wall pumping effect causes the development of an inventory of particles in the wall, which is, over time, re-emitted back to the confinement vessel (a small percentage of particles may be trapped more permanently through processes like codeposition [37] ). To avoid the need for a complex model of wall conditions and active pumping efficiency, the amount of recycling from the plasma facing surfaces can be characterized by a global recycling coefficient
, where S R is the recycled particle flux and S S is the particle flux to the plasma facing surfaces. The wall inventory, and consequently the re-emitted particles, will have some isotopic mix, which we denote γ PFC . The recycled (reflected or re-emitted) particles go on to fuel the plasma core with some efficiency, f eff , depending on their energy and interaction with the plasma scrape-off-layer (SOL). The fraction of particles that is 'screened' by the SOL returns to the surface again to be either reflected, absorbed, or pumped out [36] . Based on this description, we can derive (see appendix A) the following expressions for the recycled flux of deuterium and tritium: 
where τ D and τ T are the respective confinement times for the two species.
Particle and energy balance
The controller design in this work is based on a zero-dimensional particle and energy balance model. The α-particle balance is given by
where α n is the α-particle density, τ * α is the effective confinement time for the α-particles, and
is the source of α-particles from fusion. The deuterium and tritium ion densities are governed by
where S D inj and S T inj (controller inputs) are the deuterium and tritium injection rates, respectively. Note that this simplified model of the fueling actuators assumes that the dynamics arising due to transport of the fuel into the core are fast compared to the deuterium/tritium confinement. In [23] , these dynamics were approximated by a first order system (justifiable by assuming core transport is dominated by diffusivity [38] ), and compensated in a nonlinear control design approach similar to the one used in this work. This compensation approach could easily be added to the control design presented here. Although the controller in this work was designed with the simplified model, preliminary 1D simulations of the control scheme that include the effect of diffusivity are presented in section 6, and show good performance.
We consider two impurity populations: n I,s representing impurities arising from plasma surface interaction and n I,c representing impurities injected for the purposes of burn control. The particle balances are given by
where τ *
I s
, and τ *
I c
, are the effective impurity confinement times, S I sp is the uncontrolled source of impurities due to sputtering, and S I inj is the controlled injection of impurities. For the purposes of this work, we model the sputtering source as
where
where n is the total plasma density. This simple model reflects the fact that there is typically a small uncontrolled impurity content in the plasma. To simplify presentation, we consider both impurity populations to have the same effective confinement time τ * I , and atomic number Z I . It is straightforward to extend the control design presented here to track each population separately for the general case in which this assumption does not hold. The total impurity content n I = n I,s + n I,c is then governed by
The energy balance is given by
where E is the plasma energy, τ E is the energy confinement time,
MeV is the energy of α-particles), P rad represents the radiation losses, and P Ohm is the ohmic heating power. This model uses the approximation that the 3.52 MeV α-particles slow down instantaneously. The DT reactivity σν ⟨ ⟩ is a highly nonlinear, positive and bounded function of the plasma temperature, T, and is approximated by
where the parameters a i and r are taken from [39] . In this work, the radiation loss P rad is taken as the combination of bremsstrahlung, line, and recombination as approximated by [40] 
where n e is the electron density and Z I is the impurity atomic number. The electron density is obtained from the neutrality
. The effective charge, plasma density, and temperature are given by
e (19)
where Z i is the atomic number of the different ion species. We take = = T T T i e as a simplification. We approximate the Ohmic heating as [40] = × − P Z I a T 2.8 10 
where I is in Amps and T is in keV. The state-dependent energy confinement time is given by [41] 
where H H is an uncertain scalar that reflects the difficulty of extrapolating to reactor-like parameters, I p is the plasma current (MA), B T is the toroidal magnetic field (T),
rad is the total power within the 95% flux surface (MW), n e19 is the electron density (10 19 m −3 ), M is the effective mass of the plasma (amu), R is the major radius (m), ϵ = a R / with a the minor radius (m), and κ 95 is the elongation at the 95% flux surface/separatrix. We utilize the main plasma parameters and dimensions given in [41] and shown in table 1.
Particle confinement times are assumed to scale with the energy confinement time, i.e.,
We note again that the α-particle and impurity particles balances use effective confinement times chosen to account for recycling, while the confinement times for deuterium and tritium do not, as deuterium-tritium recycling is modeled separately to study the effect of deuterium-tritium recycling model parameters on isotopic mix control. For the purposes of control, we will consider the states of the burning plasma system to be α n , n I , E, γ, and n. The dynamic equations for the first three have already been given in (6), (13) , and (14) , while, by noting (2), (3), and (20) , the remaining two equations can be written as
Controller objectives
The possible steady-state operating points of the system are given by the equilibria of the dynamic equations (6), (13), (14), (28), and (29). If we consider no controlled injection of impurities at steady-state, i.e. ¯= S 0 I inj , the equilibrium-point values of the fueling source terms S D , S T , and the external power P aux , can be determined by solving the nonlinear algebraic equations , B is the magnetic field strength, μ 0 is the permeability of free space, and k is the Boltzmann constant), limiting the solution space to physically relevant values of the states (e.g. all states should be positive and not orders of magnitude larger than typical reactor values), using the confinement scaling (23) , and iteratively solving, a unique solution to this system can be obtained. We assume the magnetic field B is held constant, such that β ∝ ∝ nT E. The objective of a burn condition controller can then be stated as regulation of E, n, γ, α n and n I to the chosen set of equilibrium-point values. As a result of regulating these values to the chosen targets, the outputs of the system, including the fusion power, will also be regulated to the value associated with that particular equilibrium point. In this work, the choice of the desired equilibrium point is considered to be made offline prior to the discharge, however, a real-time optimization algorithm could be used to determine the equilibrium that best achieves some predetermined goal, e.g. to maximize fusion gain [32] .
We will use the notation ˜( ) = ( ) −¯( ) x t x t x t to represent the difference between the actual and desired states of the system. We can write the dynamics of these errors as 
The remainder of this section and the following section on control design rely heavily on the concept of Lyapunov stability, a control design tool used to show the nonlinear stability of equilibrium points of a dynamic system by studying the behavior of a positive definite function of the deviation of the state from the equilibrium point. Throughout the remaining analysis, we will define such functions, referred to as Lyapunov functions, and either show that their derivatives in time are negative definite, indicating asymptotic stability, or choose a feedback control law to ensure that this is the case. More details on this analysis technique are provided in appendix B. 
If we consider a Lyapunov function
Next, we consider a Lyapunov function
If n I , n, γ, and E are driven to their equilibrium values, we can write
For physically meaningful values of α n , α S decreases with an increase in α n and vice versa. Also, for the confinement scaling (23), the term τ * α α n / increases with an increase in α n and vice versa. This allows us to write
where ϕ α is a positive continuous function and
We can therefore be sure that ˜α n goes to zero as long as the other states go to zero. Noting (43) and (46), we can restate the control objective as regulation of Ẽ , ñ, and γ˜ to zero. We will achieve this objective through control laws for the auxiliary heating P aux , the fueling terms S D inj and S T inj , and the impurity injection term S I inj .
Controller design
We begin the controller design by looking at the energy subsystem. The dynamic equation (37) can be reduced to
where K E > 0 is a design constant, by satisfying the condition
The Ẽ subsystem is then asymptotically stable since τ > 0 E . The condition (48) can be satisfied in several different ways. The auxiliary heating term P aux enters the equation directly, the actuators S D inj and S T inj can be used to change the α-heating term α P by modulating the isotopic mix, and the impurity injection term S I inj can be used to increase the impurity content and consequently P rad . Having several methods available for controlling the energy subsystem enables us to design a control scheme that can still achieve stabilization despite saturation of one or even several of the available actuators.
The control approach proposed in this work integrates all three methods, as needed. In the first two steps, auxiliary heating and a target isotopic mix trajectory γ* are chosen in such a way that (1) f = 0, if this condition is possible using these two methods alone, and (2) γ γ * =¯ if the auxiliary heating request does not saturate. In step 3, the trajectory γ* and the equilibrium density n are then stabilized through choice of S D inj and S T inj while avoiding the use of impurity injection. If the system cannot meet stability or performance criteria due to fueling actuator saturation, the controller goes on to step 4, in which a trajectory * n I is identified for the impurity density that can satisfy f = 0 and stabilizes this trajectory using impurity injection. The remainder of this section presents the detailed design and analysis of these steps. The final design is demonstrated in simulations in sections 5 and 6.
Step 1: We first calculate P aux as 
where the limit P aux max depends on the installed power on the tokamak and the limit ⩾ P 0 aux min depends on the operating scenario.
Step 2: We next find a trajectory γ* satisfying (48), i.e.
Solving this equation yields
This equation is implicit, since C depends on τ E , which, according to the scaling expression (23), depends on γ through the effective mass M. To overcome this, we can use a fixedpoint iteration scheme, i.e.
and stop the iterations once some tolerance is met. Based on numerical simulation results, very few iterations are needed to achieve convergence, in fact, there is typically little change between the first and second iteration. If the value of P aux calculated in step 1 is not saturated, then γ γ * =¯. This can be shown by substituting (49) into (51). If ⩽ ⩽ C 0 0.25, the two resulting solutions for γ* are real and we take the tritiumlean solution at each iteration, such that γ* ⩽ 0.5. As fusion accounts for most of the heating in a burning plasma, it is unlikely that C would become negative, though this could potentially occur if a very large value of the design constant K E is chosen. In such a case, the value of K E could be reduced until ⩾ C 0, which would affect response time but not stability, or the value of γ* could be set to 0 and radiation losses could be used to achieve the required cooling, as described in step 4. If ⩾ C 0.25, even the optimal isotopic mix and maximum value of auxiliary heating will not generate enough heating to satisfy f = 0, indicating that the requested operating point may not be achievable for the amount of auxiliary heating power installed on the device (the operating point may still be stable even if f = 0 is not satisfied and, though not considered here, it could still be possible to achieve f = 0 by changing shaping, toroidal field, or plasma current, which influence energy confinement through (23)). Barring this situation, based on our choice of P aux and γ*, we obtain
This allows us to write γϕ = γ fˆ where γ γ γ = − * and ϕ γ is a continuous function. Noting (37) , (48), we can then write the dynamics of the energy perturbation as
and the dynamics of γˆ can be written as
Step 3 
By satisfying
guaranteeing ˜→ n 0. We then calculate the derivative of γ V E, as
which is negative definite, implying that < V 0
0
. This guarantees that Ẽ , ñ, and γˆ will be driven to zero. The conditions (59) and (62) can be satisfied by choosing
These values are subject to the constraints
If one of the fueling actuators saturates, we cannot satisfy both conditions of the control law, so we must choose to either control n or γ. If we choose to hold condition (62), the energy and tritium fraction subsystems will remain stable, however, the density subsystem will no longer be controlled. This could potentially lead to a violation of the density limit. To avoid this, we instead choose to maintain control of the density by satisfying (59). Because of fueling actuator saturation, it may be possible that
, that is, we may not be able to ensure stability of the burn condition with the previously considered actuators. There are two possible situations to consider, either a thermal quench or an excursion. If the system is experiencing a quench, the controller has already increased auxiliary heating to its maximum, so the only alternative would be to change the magnetic plasma parameters to improve energy confinement (see (23) ) or to change the reference operating point to one that is achievable. If the system is experiencing a thermal excursion, however, we can still use impurity injection to stabilize the energy subsystem, despite the heating and fueling actuator saturation. In these cases we enable the use of impurity injection by setting the control logic flag = F 1 imp and proceeding to step 4.
Step 4:
, we use the expression for radiation losses given in (16) to find an impurity density trajectory * n I that satisfies condition (48). Defining the error = − * n n n I I I , we can write its dynamics as
Based on the choice of * n I , we obtain
which allows us to write ϕ = f n I I where ϕ I is a continuous function. We can then rewrite (37) as
We take as a Lyapunov function 
where K I > 0, this can be reduced to ⎛
guaranteeing Ẽ and n I go to zero. We modify the tritium fraction trajectory to
where γ * ( ) step 2 is the value of γ* calculated in step 2,
, and t 0 is the time at which impurity injection was first engaged. This modification ensures that the tritium fraction is, if possible, eventually reduced to such a level that impurity injection is no longer needed, i.e.
, we disable impurity injection in subsequent executions of the algorithm by setting
we can ensure that
As a result,
, guaranteeing stability of the system. The conditions (73) and (74) can be satisfied by choosing
which are again subject to saturation. If one of the fueling actuators saturates, we again choose to hold (73) to ensure stability of the density. Through the proposed control algorithm, values for
, and S I inj are found in such a way that, if possible, the energy and density are driven to the desired values. As the system approaches the desired operating point and any saturated actuators leave saturation, the trajectories γ* and * n I return to γ¯ and n I , respectively. Once Ẽ , ñ, and γ˜ go to zero, we can be sure, from (43) and (46), that the remaining states ˜α n , and ñ I also go to zero.
Zero-dimensional simulation study
In this section we study the performance of the proposed control scheme through a zero dimensional simulation study. We use the model described in section 2 for the simulations. We consider magnitude and rate limits on the actuators of the form
where x is a particular actuator. For this study, we use the limits given in table 2. The minimum auxiliary power level was chosen to approximate the situation in which a majority of installed heating power is used to drive current and only the remaining power is available for burn control. In addition to the actuator limits, we limit the feedforward terms γ* and * ṅ I to prevent the controller from reacting to strongly to step changes in these references. We also force ϕ = γ 0 when γ ϵ < and ϕ = 0
, where ϵ is small, so there is no possibility of errors in precision causing ϕ γ or ϕ I to become unbounded.
The study is divided into two sections. The first shows how the controller can improve the response of the plasma when moving between operating points, even when the desired operating points are unstable. We then study the effect of recycling model parameters on controller performance. Throughout the simulations, the following parameters are used:
Switching between operating points
We begin the simulation study by comparing the open loop (no feedback, actuators set directly according to desired steady-state) and closed loop (feedback controlled) performance of the system when switching between operating points. While more complex open loop control strategies could be generated, their design is out of the scope of this work. Switching between operating points allows us to simultaneously test the response of the nonlinear control scheme to initial perturbations in plasma parameters and to show how, by embedding the nonlinear model of the system in the control scheme, the controller can stabilize a range of operating points. The ability to transition between operating points will be important during reactor startup and shutdown but may also be necessary during operation in order to respond to changes in power load demands or device configuration. For example, if a neutral beam injector malfunctions during operation, the reactor could switch to a different operating point that does not require as much beam power. During such transitions, it will be important to maintain stable control and to avoid large peaks in fusion power or other parameters.
5.1.1. Scenario 1. In this study, we started the system at a set of disturbed initial conditions and requested the plasma to move to an operating point with an auxiliary heating requirement near the power saturation limit P aux min , then to a second operating point with a higher fusion power and auxiliary heating requirement, and finally to a third operating point again characterized by an auxiliary heating requirement near the saturation limit P aux min . The operating points during the simulation were given by β γ at t = 0 s, As reactors may not be tolerant to excursions in β N and α P , it is important to reduce the overshoot in these quantities. In the controlled case, feedback control law clearly reduced the overshoot and returned the system to the desired operating point. Due to the proximity of the operating point to the auxiliary heating lower saturation limit, the controller was forced to reduce the tritium fraction in order to limit the severity of the excursion. This was accomplished by temporarily reducing the tritium fueling to zero. With more favorable recycling parameters, the controller could have reduced the tritium fraction more quickly and further reduced the overshoot in β N and α P . At t = 70 s, the desired operating point was changed. Again, in the open loop case there was a significant overshoot in β N and α P , as well as a slow density and temperature response. The system response was greatly improved by the presence of feedback control. Note how the isotopic fueling capability was used to improve the response time of the isotopic mix. At t = 130 s, the desired operating point was switched to one that required the minimum auxiliary power. 
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The open loop case experienced an undershoot in β N and α P and a slow density response. The controlled case, on the other hand, quickly tracked the desired β N , T, and n, and avoided the undershoot in α P . Because the auxiliary power saturated, the controller altered the tritium fraction to track γ*. This was done through isotopic fuel tailoring, as seen in figures 2(b) and (c).
Scenario 2.
Next, we considered a second scenario of switching between operating points, this time using an alternative confinement scaling expression. The use of an alternative scaling demonstrates that the design approach can be applied independently of the scaling of confinement with global parameters. It also illustrates the sensitivity of plasma performance to the scaling expression parameters. Specifically, the operating points studied here are unstable in open loop with the alternative scaling expression. We take advantage of this instability to demonstrate the ability of the controller to stabilize unstable operating points, and, in the following sections, to study the controller's effectiveness at rejecting thermal excursions as a function of particle recycling characteristics. In these results, the simulation and controller used the scaling expression ITER90H-P [42] 
We again started the system at a set of disturbed initial conditions and requested the plasma to move to three operating points with auxiliary heating requirements near the power saturation limit P aux min . The simulations used model parameters = f 0.017 20 3 at t = 75 s, and [1.8, 2.1 × ] 10 /m , 0.38 20 3 at t = 135 s. The initial conditions were set as of operating points is strongly affected by the dependence of plasma confinement on changes in other parameters. In the controlled case, the control law accounted for this nonlinear effect, stabilized all three operating points, and achieved excellent transient performance. Because the operating points were so close to the minimum heating power, the controller often saturated the auxiliary heating actuator. The controller reduced γ* during the heating saturation in order to maintain the reference value of E, and the isotopic fueling capability was used to track this reference. Due to particle recycling the tritium fueling actuator occasionally saturated in an effort to track γ*, however the overall system performance was still quite good and the criteria for activating impurity injection, i.e. was not violated. figures 5(a)-(d) , respectively. The auxiliary heating, tritium fraction, deuterium and tritium fueling, and impurity injection/density are shown in figures 6(a)-(d), respectively. As in the previous case, the open loop performance was quite poor. In the closed loop simulation, the controller drove the auxiliary heating to saturation several times in order to stabilize the desired operating points. Due to the higher recycling rate, the isotopic mix could not be changed as quickly as in Scenario 2, which prompted the controller to switch to the use of impurity injection (see figures 6(b) and (d)). The injected impurities cooled the plasma and stabilized the operating points. However, because of the long confinement time of impurities, the impurity density decayed slowly and additional heating power was necessary long after the impurity injection was stopped, as seen in figure 6(a) .
Effect of recycling model parameters
The previous simulation scenario showed how, for certain values of the recycling parameters f ref , f eff , and R eff , it can be difficult to track the stabilizing isotopic mix reference γ* due to fueling actuator saturation, which degrades the performance of the proposed control scheme and may necessitate the use of impurity injection in some cases. Since the required γ* depends on the desired operating point and how close it is to the heating actuator saturation limits, any study of the effect of recycling parameters on performance will be highly scenario dependent. Nevertheless, we can get a qualitative understanding of how the parameters influence performance by doing a parametric study for a particular scenario and comparing controller performance metrics. For this study, we chose a scenario ( = H 1.1,
) in which the controller had to respond to a sudden increase in the confinement parameter H H of 5%, using the scaling (23) . The reference for the energy was chosen such that, after the confinement parameter change, the controller was forced to reduce the auxiliary heating to the minimum level and reduce the tritium fraction in order to maintain the desired energy. We used the percent overshoot (the maximum percent difference between the achieved E and the desired value Ē ), 1% settling time (the time (s) it takes the energy E to come within 1% of its final value), and steady-state error (the difference between the ultimate value of E and the desired value Ē ) as the controller performance metrics to compare. Again, due to the nonlinearity of the system, the results of this type of study are dependent on the particular scenario studied, but a qualitative sense of how the controller is affected by parameter changes can be gained.
Time evolutions from two illustrative cases are shown in figures 7 and 8. In figure 7 , the confinement disturbance at t = 30 s causes an excursion in the energy, which the controller responds to by reducing the heating to its lower saturation limit and reducing γ* to further decrease plasma heating. Over time, adjustment in fueling rates is able to force the tritium fraction to track γ*, and the energy is forced to its equilibrium value. In figure 8 , the recycling model parameters differ in such a way that the the tritium fueling saturates and the controller is unable to track the requested γ*, resulting in a steady-state error in the energy. This complex dependence occurs because, although the response time of the system is slower in this region, the final value of E is closer to the maximum overshoot, so the system takes less time to come to steady-state.
Based on these results, the controller performance is better for lower values of the recycling rate R eff and recycled particle fueling efficiency f eff . Based on experimental studies of a recycling model similar to the one used in this work [36] , divertor configurations may be able to achieve quite low values of f eff (<0.5). Divertor designs that prevent recycled flux from escaping the divertor region could be used to reduce f eff while significant active pumping capabilities may be necessary to reduce R eff . The reflectivity f ref is dependent on material properties and the angle at which particles strike the surface. By operating with high reflectivity, the problem of steady-state error can be minimized because the isotopic mix of the recycled material is made less dependent on the content of the walls. As the wall inventory exchanges with the plasma, the isotopic mix of the wall inventory γ PFC may change slowly over time. This would cause the steady-state error seen in these simulations to eventually tend to zero, however, the settling time could be very long since the wall may act as a very large reservoir of particles.
One-dimensional simulation study
In this section, we introduce a simplified one-dimensional burning plasma model of the evolution of the radial profiles of the plasma parameters. We use the one-dimensional model to study the performance of the proposed control scheme in the presence of spatially varying parameters. The model is given by the following set of coupled nonlinear partial differential equations: 
10, D I = 0.06, and negligible pinch velocities. These values are chosen to conceptually study one-dimensional effects and are not based on known physics or empirical values. The heating and fueling rates are distributed throughout the plasma based on the deposition profiles of the respective actuators. We assume the shape of the deposition profiles are fixed in time and only the magnitude of the actuators can be varied by the controller, i.e., . The recycling model used in the zero-dimensional study is used to calculate the recycling rates of deuterium and tritium, and the recycled deuterium and tritium are assumed to fuel the plasma with time-invariant deposition profile, i.e., figure 10 .
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Based on the cylindrical symmetry of the model, boundary conditions at r = 0 are taken as 
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, 0 For the set of boundary conditions at the minor radius r = a, we take where γ f p is a scale factor to account for the effects of spatial profiles. The scale factor is then used to calculate
The rest of the control scheme is left unchanged, aside from the ⟨⋅⟩ notation, i.e.,
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,¯,¯, 1¯, Actuator limits in the one-dimensional simulation were the same as those used in the zero-dimensional simulation. For the one-dimensional simulation, a low temperature operating point with an auxiliary heating requirement near the minimum auxiliary power saturation limit was chosen as a reference. Based on the chosen values of ⟨ ⟩ T , β ⟨ ⟩, and γ ⟨ ⟩, as well as the actuator and recycling deposition profiles, the set of equilibrium-point profiles and actuator values associated with the operating point were determined. Two simulations, one using the equilibrium-point fueling and heating rates (open loop) and the other with the proposed controller active (closed loop), were run, both starting from a perturbed set of initial profiles. The parameters used were = H 0.88
, and = f 0.5 ref . Figure 11 compares the open loop and closed loop volume averages, as well as the spatiotemporal evolution of the percent error, for (a) plasma temperature and (b) plasma density. Figure 12 shows the same set of results for (a) energy and (b) fusion heating. The open loop response of the temperature and density to the perturbed initial profiles was quite slow, while in closed loop the desired temperature and density are quickly recovered. In closed loop, the profile percent error tended to zero at all spatial locations with about the same response time as the spatial average values. The energy We see that, because the heating requirement for the operating point was quite close to the minimum saturation limit, the controller could not reduce heating much in response to the initial condition errors. The controller maintained control of the system by requesting a reduction in the tritium fraction γ*, which was successfully tracked through isotopic fuel tailoring. The open loop tritium fraction did not deviate from the reference value. Finally, figure 14 shows the initial, final (t = 50 s), and reference profiles of the states ( ) α n r t , , E(r,t), ( ) n r t , D , and ( ) n r t , T from the closed loop simulation, showing that, for the simple one-dimensional model used in this work, the profiles tended toward the reference magnitude and shape.
Conclusions
We have presented a nonlinear burn stability controller capable of rejecting perturbations in the energy and ion species densities. By avoiding linearization, the controller can deal with a larger set of perturbations than previous linear controllers, and the simultaneous use of multiple actuation techniques allows the rejection of perturbations that lead to either thermal excursions or quenching. The nonlinear control law depends parametrically on the operating point, so it can be used to drive the system between different operating points. This allows online adjustment of the power or other plasma parameters, or transition from sub-ignition to ignition or vice versa. No scheduled controllers or retuning of PID controllers are necessary because the control law is not designed around a particular operating point.
The deuterium and tritium ion densities are accounted for separately, allowing for control of the isotopic fuel mix within the plasma. This will be important for maintaining the desired fuel mix within the plasma core despite difference in confinement properties between the species. The isotopic fueling capability is exploited by the control scheme to help reject perturbations in the temperature when the control law for the heating reaches saturation limits. This extends the operating space of the control scheme and can help to avoid the need for impurity injection during positive temperature perturbations. We include impurity injection in the proposed scheme as a back-up actuator to handle more severe excursions.
A zero-dimensional simulation study was carried out to test the performance of the proposed control scheme. Scenarios studied included moving between various operating points, some of which were characterized by a required heating power very near the minimum power limit imposed in the scenario. Results using two different confinement scalings were shown, demonstrating that the controller is capable of stabilizing unstable operating points, improving the performance of the system for stable operating points, and that the approach is not restricted to a particular confinement scaling. A study of the effectiveness of isotopic mix based control of the energy for a range of recycling model parameters was also presented. The study showed that the use of isotopic fueling for burn condition control purposes is most promising for low values of f eff and relatively low values of R eff . Such favorable conditions could be realized with appropriate divertor design and active pumping capabilities. For unfavorable recycling parameters, it is found that isotopic mix control may be too slow to be used to reject thermal excursions (due to the much faster time scale of the energy subsystem). In such cases, isotopic mix control may still be quite useful for slower time scale regulation of the burn condition and impurity injection may be necessary to reject thermal excursions. A one-dimensional simulation study was also presented to show controller performance when plasma parameters vary in space. Though a very simplified one-dimensional model was used, the success of the zero-dimensional control law on the one-dimensional model is promising and motivates further testing on more complex predictive codes. We stress that the approach taken in this work is not restricted to the particular confinement scalings and machine parameters used here. The control design could be used in other fusion reactors with isotopic fueling capability. While many of the parameters used in the control law are either measured or well-known, some parameters, like recycling parameters are uncertain. The selection of the controller gains K E , K n , γ K , and K I , is a trade-off between the robustness of the scheme to these uncertainties and the sensitivity of the controller to noise. In order to handle the the uncertainties in a parametric way, a nonlinear adaptive control law can be synthesized as an augmentation [32] of the proposed controller. A real-time optimization algorithm for updating the choice of operating point parameters Ē , n, and γ¯ in response to changes in impurity content or confinement parameters can also be included. Such an algorithm, like the preliminary version reported in [32] , could be used to optimize the response of parameters like the fusion power and the divertor heat load, while maintaining the stability properties of the controller proposed in this work. Finally, simulation of the proposed scheme using more complex integrated modeling codes, such as TRANSP, CORSICA, or CRONOS, will be used to assess robustness to unmodeled complexities, e.g. actuator dynamics, and the affect of the controller on kinetic profiles and SOL/divertor parameters. Based on these simulations, the control scheme will be tuned, and, if deemed necessary, design changes will be implemented to achieve the desired performance. where γ PFC is the tritium fraction of the particle flux from the plasma facing components, S PFC , f ref is the fraction of exiting particles reflected back to the plasma. The first term in each is the reflected flux, the second term is the re-emitted flux, and third term represents the recycled flux that is screened by the plasma due to imperfect core fueling efficiency, and subsequently reflected by the surface. To avoid the need for a self-consistent model of wall implantation, diffusion, and reemmission to obtain the desorbed flux S PFC , we simplify the model by considering a recycling coefficient defined as the ratio of total recycling flux to the total flux to the surface, i.e., 
